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Abstract 
We present probabilistic logic programming un­
der inheritance with overriding. This approach is 
based on new notions of entailment for reasoning 
with conditional constraints, which are obtained 
from the classical notion of logical entailment by 
adding inheritance with overriding. This is done 
by using recent approaches to probabilistic de­
fault reasoning with conditional constraints. We 
analyze the semantic properties of the new en­
tailment relations. We also present algorithms 
for probabilistic logic prograrruning under inher­
itance with overriding, and we analyze its com­
plexity in the propositional case. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
A number of recent research efforts are directed towards 
integrating logic-oriented and probability-based represen­
tation and reasoning formalisms. In particular, there are 
approaches to probabilistic logic programming that com­
bine logic prograrruning techniques with probabilities over 
possible worlds [25, 26, 4, 5, 19]. They are based on the 
model-theoretic notion of logical entailment, which is well­
known from probabilistic propositional logics [28, 7, 6]. 
The notion of logical entailment, however, has often been 
criticized in the literature for its inferential weakness. For 
this reason, many recent approaches towards integrating 
logic and probabilities combine logic-based formalisms 
with Bayesian networks [33, 32, 12, 27, 14]. 
Another way to overcome the inferential weakness of log­
ical entailment is to use the principle of maximum entropy 
[24] or the principle of sequential maximum entropy [20], 
where the latter is closely related to Bayesian networks. 
The maximum entropy approach, however, has the draw­
back that it does not properly model imprecision in our 
knowledge base. That is, maximum entropy always pro­
duces a single joint distribution, for example, also in the 
extreme case when our knowledge base is empty. 
In this paper, we investigate a very promising new approach 
of strengthening the notion of logical entailment in prob­
abilistic logic, which does not have the above-mentioned 
drawback of the maximum entropy approach. This ap­
proach also has advantages over the above combinations 
of logic-based formalisms with Bayesian networks, as it 
does not assume acyclic Bayesian network structures with 
complete and precise conditional probabilities. 
This new approach is inspired by reference-class reason­
ing, which goes back to Reichenbach [34] and was further 
refined especially by Kyburg [16, 17] and Pollock [31]. 
Reichenbach [34] describes reference-class reasoning as 
follows: "If we are asked to find the probability holding 
for an individual future event, we must first incorporate the 
case in a suitable reference class. An individual thing or 
event may be incorporated in many reference classes .... 
We then proceed by considering the narrowest reference 
class for which suitable statistics can be compiled." 
That is, Reichenbach suggests to equate our knowledge 
about a particular individual with the statistics from a refer­
ence class, which is informally defined as a set of individ­
uals to which our particular individual belongs and about 
which we have "suitable statistics". Moreover, if there are 
several reference classes with conflicting statistics, then we 
should prefer the smallest one and its associated statistics. 
Interestingly, Reichenbach's guidelines may be interpreted 
as inheritance with overriding as it is known from object­
oriented programming languages. The aspect of inheri­
tance is expressed by the fact that any class containing the 
particular individual can be considered as reference class, 
while the aspect of overriding is expressed by the fact that 
smaller reference classes are preferred to larger ones. 
It turns out that the classical notion of logical entailment in 
probabilistic logic does not follow the principle of inheri­
tance with overriding. It is thus a natural idea to strengthen 
logical entailment by adding inheritance with overriding. 
In this paper, we realize this idea by using recent ap-
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proaches to probabilistic default reasoning from [21, 22]. 
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 
• We present probabilistic logic programming under in­
heritance with overriding, which is based on recent ap­
proaches to probabilistic default reasoning from [21 ,  22]. 
• We describe some general nonmontonic properties of 
entailment under inheritance with overriding. 
• We present algorithms for probabilistic logic program­
ming under inheritance with overriding. 
• We analyze the propositional complexity of probabilis­
tic logic programming under inheritance with overriding. 
Note that all proofs are given in the extended paper [23]. 
2 PRELIMINARIES 
2.1 PROBABILISTIC BACKGROUND 
We briefly recall how first-order logics of probability are 
given a semantics in which probabilities are defined over 
a set of possible worlds (cf. especially [3, 8, 35, 13]). 
We restrict our considerations to a language of first-order 
Boolean combinations of conditional constraints that are 
implicitly universally quantified and that are interpreted by 
probabilities over a set of Herbrand interpretations. 
Let of> be a first-order vocabulary that contains a finite set 
of predicate symbols and a finite set of constant symbols. 
Let X be a set of object and bound variables. Object vari­
ables represent elements of a certain domain, while bound 
variables describe real numbers in the unit interval (0, 1 ]. 
An object term is a constant symbol from of> or an object 
variable from X. We define classical fonnulas by induc­
tion as follows. The propositional constants false and true, 
denoted .l and T, respectively, are classical formulas. If p 
is a predicate symbol of arity k � 0 from of> and t1, .. . , tk 
are object terms, then p( t1, ... , tk) is a classical formula 
(called atom). If¢ and 1/J are classical formulas, then also 
...,q; and ( ¢ 1\ 1jJ). A conditional constraint is an expression 
of the form (l/11¢)[1, u] with real numbers l, u E [0, 1] and 
classical fonnulas 4> and ljl. We define probabilistic fonnu­
las inductively as follows. Every conditional constraint is a 
probabilistic formula. IfF and G are probabilistic formu­
las, then also -,p and (F 1\ G). We use (F V G), (F �G), 
and (F <=>G) to abbreviate-,( --.F 1\ ...,G), •(--.F 1\ G), and 
( •( ...,p 1\ G) 1\ -,( F 1\ -,G)), respectively, and adopt the 
usual conventions to eliminate parentheses. Object terms 
and formulas are ground iff they do not contain any vari­
ables. The notions of substitutions and of ground instances 
of probabilistic formulas are canonically defined. 
We divide conditional constraints into classical conditional 
constraints, which have the form (1PI¢)[1, 1] or (1/JI¢)[0, OJ, 
and purely probabilistic conditional constraints, which are 
of the form (l/ll¢)[l, u] with l < 1 and u > 0. 
We use HB<:> (resp., HU if>) to denote the Herbrand base 
(resp., Herbrand universe) over of>. In the sequel, we 
assume that HB<r> is nonempty. A possible world I is 
a subset of HB if>. We use Iif> to denote the set of 
all possible worlds over of>. A variable assignment u 
maps each object variable to an element of HU <I>, and 
each bound variable to a real number from [0, 1]. It 
is extended to object terms by a( c)= c for all constant 
symbols c from of>. The truth of classical formulas ¢ 
in I under a, denoted I f=,. ¢, is inductively defined as 
follows (we write I f= ¢when¢ is ground): 
• I f=,.p(tt, ... ,tk) iffp(a(tt), ... ,a(tk)) E I. 
• If=.,.--.¢ iff not If=.,.¢. 
• I f=,. (¢ 1\ l/1) iff I \=,. ¢and I Fu 1/J. 
A probabilistic interpretation Pr is a probability func­
tion on Z<t> (that is, since Z<t> is finite , simply a mapping 
from Iif> to the unit interval [0, 1] such that all Pr(I) 
with IE Iif> sum up to 1). The probability of a classi­
cal formula ¢ in the probabilistic interpretation Pr under a 
variable assignment a, denoted Pr,.(¢) (or simply Pr(¢) 
when ¢ is ground), is defined as the sum of all Pr(I) 
such that I E Iif> and I f=.,. ¢. For classical formulas ¢ 
and lj! with Pr,.(¢) > 0, we use Pru(1/1/¢) to abbreviate 
Pr,. ( 1/J 1\ ¢) / Pr,. ( ¢). The truth of a probabilistic formula 
F in a probabilistic interpretation Pr under a variable as­
signment a, denoted Pr f=,. F, is inductively defined by: 
• Pr f=,. (l/11¢)[1, u] iff Pr,.(¢) = 0 or Pr,. (1/JI¢) E [l, u]. 
• Pr Fu ...,p iff not Pr f=,. F. 
• Pr f=,. (F 1\ G) iff Pr Fu F and Pr Fu G. 
A probabilistic formula F is true in Pr, or Pr is a model 
of F, denoted Pr f= F, iff Pr f=,. F for all variable 
assignments a-. We say Pr is a model of a set of proba­
bilistic formulas F, denoted Pr f= :F, iff Pr is a model of 
all F E F. We say F is satisfiable iff a model ofF exists. 
We next define the notion of logical entailment as follows. 
A probabilistic formula F is a logical consequence of a 
set of probabilistic formulas :F, denoted F F= F, iff each 
model ofF is also a model of F. A conditional constraint 
(l/!l4>)[l, u] is a tight logical consequence of F, denoted 
:F Ftight ( 1/JI¢ )[l, u], iff l (resp., u) is the infimum (resp., 
supremum) of Pr,. ( 1/JI ¢) subject to all models Prof F and 
all variable assignments a with Pr,. ( 4>) > 0. Note that 
we assume l = 1 and u = 0, when F F= ( ¢/T) [0, 0] (that is, 
Pr,.(¢) = 0 for all models Prof F and all a). 
2.2 PROBABILISTIC LOGIC PROGRAMS 
A (general) probabilistic logic program P is a finite set of 
conditional constraints ( l/1/4>)[1, u] with l :5 u. The ground­
ing of P, denoted ground(P), is the set of all ground in­
stances of members of P. A probabilistic query is an ex­
pression of the form ::J(,Bio:)[s, t], where o: and ,6 are two 
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classical formulas, and s and t are either two real numbers 
from [0, 1] or two distinct bound variables from X. It is 
object-ground iff a and /3 are ground and s, t E X. 
We say (1,bl¢)[l,u] is conjunctive (resp., ]-conjunctive) iff 
1jJ is a conjunction of atoms (resp., 1,b is an atom) and 
¢ is either T or a conjunction of atoms. A probabilistic 
logic program Pis conjunctive (resp., ]-conjunctive) iff all 
C E Pare conjunctive (resp., !-conjunctive). A probabilis­
tic query 3(,Bja)[s, t] is conjunctive (resp., ]-conjunctive) 
iff (/3[a)[O, 1] is conjunctive (resp., !-conjunctive). 
The meaning of probabilistic queries to probabilistic logic 
programs is defined by entailment semantics for probabilis­
tic logic programs. Every semantics s is associated with an 
s-consequence relation I f-.- s and a tight s-consequence re­
lation If---tight• which are subsets of2.c�xL:<I>, where £1> 
denotes the set of all conditional constraints over q,. 
Two entailment semantics based on logical entailment, 
called a- and 1-entailment, are defined as follows. The a­
consequence (resp., tight a-consequence) relation is given 
by f= (resp., Fright>· Note that reasoning in probabilistic 
logics is in general done with 0-entailment. A conditional 
constraint (v1[¢)[1,u] is a ]-consequence of a set of con­
ditional constraints C iff Pr u ( 'ljl) E [l, u] for all models Pr 
of C and all variable assignments a such that Pr,. ( ¢) = 1. 
We say (1,/J[¢ )[l, u] is a tight ]-consequence of C iff l (resp., 
u) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of Pr,.(l,b) subject to 
all models Pr of C and all a such that Pr,. ( ¢) = 1. 
The main difference between 0- and ]-entailment is that 
0-entailment is based on conditioning, while !-entailment 
realizes some constraining. For example, a ground con­
ditional constraint (1,bi¢)[Z,u] is a 0-consequence ofC iff 
Pr[¢](1,/J) E [l, u] for every model Prof C with Pr(¢) > 0, 
where Pr[¢] denotes the conditioning of Pr on¢. Whereas 
(1,/JI¢)[1, uJ is a 1-consequence ofC iff Pr(l,b) E [l, u] for ev­
ery model Prof C with Pr( ¢) = 1. Note that under 0- and 
!-entailment, probabilistic logic programs Pare equivalent 
to their groundings ground(P). 
Given a probabilistic query 3(,Bia)[l, u] with l, u E [0, 1] to 
a probabilistic logic program P, its correct answer sub­
stitutions under a semantics s are substitutions () such 
that P If--- s (fjOiaB)[l, u] and that() acts only on variables 
in 3(/31a)[l, u]. Its correct answer under s is Yes if such 
a 8 exists and No otherwise. Given a probabilistic query 
3(/31a)[x, y] with x, y EX to a probabilistic logic pro­
gram P, its tight answer substitutions under s are substitu­
tions() such that P lhight (!3BiaB)[xB,y0], that() acts only 
on variables in 3(f31a)[x, y], and that xB, y() E [0, 1]. 
2.3 EXAMPLES 
We now give some illustrative examples. In the first ex­
ample, !-entailment shows the property of inheritance of 
probabilistic knowledge, while 0-entailment does not. 
Example 2.1 T he knowledge "all penguins are birds" and 
"birds have legs with a probability of at least 0.95" can be 
expressed by the following probabilistic logic program P: 
p = {(b(X) lp(X))[1, 1], (l(X) I b(X))[.95, 1]}. 
Our wondering about the tight interval for the probability 
that Tweety has legs given that Tweety is a penguin can be 
expressed by the object-ground probabilistic query 
Q = 3(l(tweety)jp(tweety))[R, S]. 
Its tight answer substitutions under 0- and !-entailment are 
given by {R/0, S/1} and {R/.95, S/1}, respectively, as 
P Ftight (l( tweety) IP( tweety)) [0, 1] and 
P U { (p(tweety) IT) [1, 1]} Fright (l(tweety) IT) [.95, 1]. 
The next example shows that inheritance in }-entailment 
may often result in incompatible probabilistic knowledge, 
as ]-entailment does not have overriding mechanisms. 
Example 2.2 The knowledge "all penguins are birds ", 
"birds have legs with a probability of at least 0.95", "birds 
fly with a probability between 0.9 and 0.95", and "penguins 
fly with a probability of at most 0.05" can be expressed by 
the following probabilistic logic program P: 
P = {(b(X)Ip(X))[1,1], (l(X)jb(X))[.95,1], 
(j(X) I b(X))[.9, .95], (j(X) Jp(X))[O, .05)}. 
Our wondering about the tight interval for the probability 
that Tweety has legs given that Tweety is a penguin can be 
expressed by the object-ground probabilistic query 
Q = 3(/(tweety)lp(tweety))[R, S]. 
Its tight answer substitutions under 0- and !-entailment are 
given by {R/0, S/1} and {R/1, S/0}, respectively, as 
P Fright (I( tweety) IP( tweety)) [0, 1] and 
P U {(p(tweety)IT)[l, 1]} Ftight (l(tweety)IT)[1,0]. 
Note that we obtain [1, OJ under 1-entailment as ground(P) 
does not have a model Pr such that Pr(p( tweety)) = 1. 
Example 2.3 T he knowledge "all magpies are birds", 
"birds chirp with a probability between 0.7 and 0.8", and 
"magpies chirp with a probability of at most 0.99" can be 
expressed by the following probabilistic logic program P: 
P = {(b(X) I m(X))[1, 1], (c(X) I b(X))[.7, .8], 
(c(X) I m(X))[O, .99]}. 
Our wondering about the tight interval for the probability 
that Sam chirps given that Sam is a magpie can be ex­
pressed by the object-ground probabilistic query 
Q = 3(c(sam)lm(sam))(R, SJ. 
Its tight answer substitutions under 0- and !-entailment are 
given by {R/0, Sj.99} and {R/.7, Sj.8}, respectively. 
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3 MOTIVATION AND KEY IDEAS 
Under 0- and 1-entailment, classical conditional constraints 
(?jJI¢)[1, 1] and (?jJI¢)[0,0] are interpreted as "¢implies'1jl" 
and "¢ implies -.'lj!", respectively. That is, both 0- and !­
entailment satisfy the following property of inheritance of 
classical knowledge along subclass relationships: 
IC If C If--- (1jl)¢)[c, c] and¢{=¢* is logically valid, 
then C lr- (1jll¢*)[c, c], 
for all ground classical formulas 'lj!, ¢, and ¢*, all sets of 
ground conditional constraints C, and all c E {0, 1}. 
More generally, however, 0-entailment interprets condi­
tional constraints ( ?jJI¢ )[l, u] as "the conditional probability 
of '1j! given ¢ lies between l and u". That is, 0-entailment 
does not have the following property of inheritance of 
probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships: 
IP If C I r- ( t/11 ¢ )[l, u] and ¢ {= ¢* is logically valid, 
then C lr- (?jJI¢*)[1, u] . 
for all ground classical formulas t/1, ¢,and¢*, all sets of 
ground conditional constraints C, and alll, u E [0, 1]. 
Moreover, !-entailment interprets (?jJI¢)[1, u] as"¢ implies 
that t/1 holds with a probability between l and u". That is, 
!-entailment satisfies IP, but it does not realize overriding. 
As the inherited knowledge is often incompatible, we thus 
often conclude the empty interval (see Example 2.2). 
In summary, 0-entailment does not have the property IP, 
while 1-entailment satisfies IP, but does not realize over­
riding. Inheritance with overriding, however, is a desirable 
feature of probabilistic entailment relations, which is well­
known from reference class reasoning [34, 16, 17, 31]. 
A natural way to obtain inheritance with overriding is to 
weaken !-entailment by interpreting purely probabilistic 
conditional constraints ( t/11¢) [!, u] as "generally, ¢implies 
that '1j! holds with a probability between l and u". We for­
malize this idea by using recent notions of entailment for 
probabilistic default theories [21, 22], which are based on 
default reasoning with conditional knowledge bases. 
4 INHERITANCE W ITH OVERRIDING 
We briefly recall approaches to probabilistic default reason­
ing from [21, 22], which we then use to define entailment 
under inheritance with overriding. We consider only z- and 
lex-entailment here. Another approach to probabilistic de­
fault reasoning is c-entailment [21, 22], which can also be 
used for entailment under inheritance with overriding. 
4.1 PRELIMINARIES 
A probabilistic default theory T = (S, D) is a pair of finite 
sets S and D of ground conditional constraints. The ele­
ments in S and D are called strict conditional constraints 
and defeasible conditional constraints (or also defaults), re­
spectively. Intuitively, every strict conditional constraint 
(?jJI¢)[1, u] E Sis interpreted as "the conditional probabil­
ity of t/1 given¢ is between l and u", while every default 
(t/11¢)[1, u] E D  is interpreted as "generally,¢ implies that 
'1j! holds with a probability between l and u". 
A probabilistic interpretation Pr verifies a ground 
conditional constraints (t/1)¢)[1, u] iff Pr(¢) = 1 and 
Pr f= (1j11¢)[l, u] . It falsifies (t/ll¢)[l, u] iff Pr(¢) = 1 and 
Pr � (t/11¢)[1, u] . A set of ground conditional constraints 
D tolerates a ground conditional constraint C under a set 
of ground conditional constraints S iff S U D has a model 
that verifies C. We say D is under Sin conflict with C iff 
no model of SUD verifies C. 
Given a probabilistic default theory T = (S, D), a default 
ranking � on D maps each C E D to a nonnegative integer. 
We say� is admissible with T = (S, D) iff each D' � D 
that is under S in conflict with some C E D contains a con­
ditional constraint C' such that �(C') <��:(C). A proba­
bilistic default theory T = (S, D) is consistent iff there ex­
ists a default ranking on D that is admissible with T. It is 
inconsistent iff no such default ranking exists. 
A probability ranking 11: assigns to each probabilistic inter­
pretation on 4 a member of {0, 1, ... } U { oo} such that 
�(Pr) = 0 for at least one interpretation Pr. 
4.2 ENTAILMENT IN SYSTEM Z 
We now recall z-entailment for probabilistic default theo­
ries [21, 22], which is a proper generalization of Pearl's 
entailment in system Z [30, 11]. It is defined with respect 
to a consistent probabilistic default theory T = (S, D). 
The notion of z-entailment for probabilistic default theories 
is linked to an ordered partition of D, a default ranking z 
on D, and a probability ranking �z. 
Let ( D0, . . •  , D k) be the unique ordered partition of D 
such that each D; is the set of all dE D-U{Dj I 0::; j < i} 
tolerated under S by D - U { D i I 0 ::; j < i}. We call this 
(Do, ... , Dk) the z-partition of D. 
For every j E {0, ... , k }, each dEDi is assigned the value 
j under the default ranking z. The probability ranking �z 
on all probabilistic interpretations Pr is then defined by 
��:z(Pr) - {� 
1 + max z(d) 
dED: Pr�d 
if Pr � S 
if Pr F SU D 
otherwise. 
Note that z is a default ranking admissible with T [22]. 
The probability ranking �z defines a preference relation on 
probabilistic interpretations as follows. For probabilistic 
interpretations Pr and Pr', we say Pr is z-preferable to 
Pr' iff �z(Pr) < ��:z (Pr'). A model Prof a set of ground 
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probabilistic formulas F is a z-minimal model ofF iff no 
model ofF is z-preferable to Pr. 
For ground probabilistic formulas E and F, we say F is a 
z-consequence of E, denoted E If-- z F, iff every z-minimal 
model of S U { E} satisfies F. A ground conditional con­
straint ('!/JI¢)[l, u] is a tight z-consequence of E, denoted 
E lhtght ('!/JI¢)[l, u], iff l (resp., u) is the infimum (resp., 
supremum) of Pr('!/JI¢) subject to all z-minimal models Pr 
of S U {E} with Pr(¢) > 0. 
4.3 LEXICOGRAPHIC ENTAILMENT 
We next recall lex-entailment for probabilistic default theo­
ries [21, 22], which is a proper generalization of Lehmann's 
lexicographic entailment [18]. In the sequel, consider a 
consistent probabilistic default theory T = (S, D). 
We use the z-partition (Do, ... , Dk) of D to define a lexi­
cographic preference relation on probabilistic interpreta­
tions as follows. For probabilistic interpretations Pr and 
Pr', we say Pr is. lex-preferable to Pr' iff there is some 
iE{O, ... ,k} such that l{d ED; I Pr F= d}l > l{d E 
D; I Pr' f= d}l and l{d E Dj I Pr F= d}l = l{d E Dj I 
Pr' f= d}l for all i < j ::::; k. A model Prof a set of 
probabilistic formulas F is a lex-minimal model of F iff 
no model ofF is lex-preferable to Pr. 
For ground probabilistic formulas E and F, we say F is 
a lex-consequence of E, denoted E If--lex F, iff every lex­
minimal model of S U {E} satisfies F. A ground con­
ditional constraint ('!/JI¢)[l,u] is a tight lex-consequence 
of E, denoted E lf-.-/;';'ht ('!/JI¢)[l, u], iff l (resp., u) is the 
infimum (resp., supremum) of Pr('!/JI¢) subject to all/ex­
minimal models ProfS U {E} with Pr(¢) > 0. 
4.4 INHERITANCE WITH OVERRIDING 
We now introduce z- and lex-entailment for probabilistic 
logic programs, which are based on z- and lex-entailment 
for probabilistic default theories. 
Each probabilistic logic program P is associated with the 
probabilistic default theory T(P) = (S(P) , D(P)), where 
S(P) (resp., D(P)) is the set of all classical (resp., purely 
probabilistic) members of ground(P). A probabilistic 
logic program P is consistent iff T(P) is consistent. The 
z-partition of Pis the z-partition of T(P). 
We now define the notion of s-entailment, s E { z, lex}, 
for probabilistic logic programs P. A ground conditional 
constraint C = ('!/JI¢)[l, u] is an s-consequence of P, de­
noted P If-- "C, iff (¢1T)[1, 1Jif-.- "('!/JIT)[l, u] under T(P). 
It is a tight s-consequence of P; denoted P lhight C, 
iff (¢1T)[1, 1Jihight('!/JIT)[l,u] under T(P). A condi­
tional constraint C = ('!/JI¢)[l, u] is an s-consequence of P, 
denoted P If-- •c, iff all ground instances of C are s-
consequences of P. It is a tight s-consequence of P, 
denoted P if-.-�·ght C, iff l (resp., u) is the infimum (resp., 
supremum) of a (resp., b) subject toP lhight ('!/J'I¢')[a, b] 
and all ground instances ( '!/J'I ¢') of ( '!jJ I¢). 
4.5 EXAMPLES 
We now give some illustrative examples. 
Example 4.1 Consider again the probabilistic logic pro­
gram P and the object-ground probabilistic query Q in Ex­
ample 2.1. The tight answer substitution for Q to P under 
both z- and lex-entailment is given by {R/.95, S/1}. 
Example 4.2 Consider the probabilistic logic program P 
and the object-ground probabilistic query Q in Exam­
ple 2.2. The tight answer substitution for Q to P under 
both z- and lex-entailment is given by {R/.95, S/1}. 
Example 4.3 Consider again the probabilistic logic pro­
gram P and the object-ground probabilistic query Q in Ex­
ample 2.3. The tight answer substitution for Q to P under 
both z- and lex-entailment is given by {R/.7, S/.8}. 
5 SEMANTIC PROPERTIES 
We now analyze some general nonmonotonic properties of 
z- and lex-entailment for probabilistic logic programs. 
In the sequel, we write P If-- (¢le::ie:')[l,u] to denote that 
(e:IT)[I,I] V (e:'IT)[1,1Jif-.-(¢1T)[l,u] underT(P). We 
use PI� C to denote that it is not the case that P If-- C. 
We implicitly assume that all notions of entailment are nat­
urally extended to negations of conditional constraints of 
the form -{Bio:)[r, s], which are true in a probabilistic in­
terpretation Pr iff Pr(o:) > 0 and Pr(,Bio:) f/. [r, s]. 
We first consider the postulates Right Weakening (RW), 
Reflexivity (Ref), Left Logical Equivalence (LLE), Cut, 
Cautious Monotonicity (CM), and Or proposed by Kraus, 
Lehmann, and Magidor [15], which are commonly re­
garded as being particularly desirable for any reasonable 
notion of nonmonotonic entailment. The following result 
shows that z- and lex-entailment satisfy these postulates. 
Theorem 5.1 If-- z and if--lex satisfy the following proper­
ties for all probabilistic logic programs P, all ground clas­
sical formulas e:, e:', ¢, and '!ji, and alll, l', u, u' E [0, 1]: 
RW. If(¢1T)[l,u] => ('!/JIT)[l',u'] is logically valid 
and P If-- (¢1e:)[l,u], then P If-- ('!/Jie:)[l',ul 
Ref P If-- (e:le:)[1, 1]. 
LLE. If e: {::} e:' is logically valid, 
then P If-- (¢1e:)[l, u] iff P If-- (¢1e:')[l, u]. 
Cut. If P If-- (e:le:')[1, 1] and P If-- (¢1e: 1\ e:')[l, u], 
then P If-- (¢1e:')[l, u]. 
CM. If P If-- (e:le:1)[1, 1] and P If-- (</>le:')[l, u], 
then P If-- (¢1e: 1\e:')[l, u]. 
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Or. if P II--- (¢lc)[l, u] and P II--- (¢lc')[l, u], 
then P II--- (¢1£ .'{c')[l, u]. 
Another desirable property is Rational Monotonicity (RM) 
[15], which describes a restricted form of monotony, and 
allows to ignore certain kinds of irrelevant knowledge. The 
next result shows that z- and lex-entailment satisfy RM. 
Theorem 5.2 II--- z and If---lex satisfy the following prop­
erty for all probabilistic logic programs P, all ground clas­
sical formulas E:, E1, and 'lj;, and alll, u E [0, 1]: 
RM. If P If-.- ('1/!lc:)[l, u] and PI� •(c:'lc:)[1, 1], then 
P 11--- ('l/;lc: 1\c:')[l, u]. 
We finally consider the properties Irrelevance ( lrr) and Di­
rect Inference (DI), which are adapted from [2] and [1 ], 
respectively. Informally, lrr says that c:' is irrelevant to a 
conclusion "Pif-.-('l/;lc:)[l,u]" when they are defined over 
disjoint sets of atoms. W hile DI expresses that P should 
entail all its own conditional constraints. The following re­
sult shows that z- and lex-entailment satisfy Irr and Dl. 
Theorem 5.3 If-.- z and If---lex satisfy the following prop­
erties for all probabilistic logic programs P, all ground 
classical formulasc, c:', ¢, and'lj;, andalll,uE [0, 1]: 
lrr. If P lr- ('1/!lt)[l, u], and no atom of ground(P) and 
('1/!lt)[l, u] occurs in £1, then P If-.- ('!/lie!\ E')[l, u]. 
Dl. lf('l/;l¢)[l, u] E ground(P) and t{::}¢ is logically valid, 
then P lr- (1/!lc:)[l, u]. 
Note that entailment under inheritance with overriding 
based on c-entailment [21 ,  22] satisfies all the above prop­
erties except for Rational Mono tonicity. 
6 ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we give algorithms for probabilistic logic 
programming under inheritance with overriding. 
6.1 OVERVIEW 
We consider the following problems: 
CONSISTENCY: Given a probabilistic logic program P, 
decide whether P is consistent. 
TIGHTS-CONSEQUENCE: Given a consistent probabilis­
tic logic program P and an object-ground probabilis­
tic query Q = 3(f31a)[x,y], compute the tight answer 
substitution for Q to P under some fixed s E { z, lex} . 
The main idea behind our algorithms is to reduce these 
problems to the problem of deciding whether a probabilis­
tic logic program is satisfiable and the problem of comput­
ing the tight answer substitution for an object-ground prob­
abilistic query to a probabilistic logic program under 0-
entailment, which we denote SATISFIABILITY and TIGHT 
LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE, respectively. 
6.2 CONSISTENCY 
Algorithm z-partition (see Fig. 1 )  decides whether a prob­
abilistic logic program P is consistent. If this is the case , 
then z-partition returns the z-partition of P, otherwise nil. 
Note that in Step 5 of z-partition, a number of instances 
of SATISFIABILITY must be solved. Algorithm z-partition 
is essentially a reformulation of an algorithm for deciding 
€-consistency in default reasoning from conditional knowl­
edge bases by Goldszmidt and Pearl [10]. 
Algorithm z-partition (essentially [10]) 
Input: Probabilistic logic program P with D(P) #- 0. 
Output: z-partition of P, if P is consistent, otherwise nil. 
l. R := D(P); 
2. i:=-1; 
3. repeat 
4. i := i + 1 
5. D[i] := {C ERIC is tolerated under S(P) by R}: 
6. R := R - D[i] 
7. until R= 0 or D[i] = 0; 
8. if R= 0 then return (D[O], ... , D[i]) 
9. else return nil. 
Figure 1: Algorithm z-partition 
6.3 TIGHT S-CONSEQUENCE 
In the sequel, let P be a consistent probabilistic logic pro­
gram, and let (Do, ... , Dk) be its z-partition. 
For G, H � D(P), we say G is z-preferable to H iff 
some i E {0, ... , k} exists such that D; � G, D; SS H, and 
Di � G and D i � H for all i < j :S k. We say G is lex­
preferable to H iff some i E {0, ... , k} exists such that 
IG n D;l > IH n D;l and IG n Dil = IH n Dil for all 
i <j::; k. ForD<,;:; 2D(P) and s E {z, lex} , we say G iss­
minimal in D iff G E D and no H E D is s-preferable to G. 
We now reduce TIGHT S-CONSEQUENCE to SATISFIA­
BILITY and TIGHT LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE. The key 
idea behind this reduction is that there exists a set D� ( P) 
of subsets of D(P) such that P 1r- 8(f31a)[l, u] iff S(P) U 
H U {(odT)[1, 1]} f= (;31T)[l, u] for all HE D�(P). 
Theorem 6.1 Let P be a consistent probabilistic logic pro­
gram, and let 3(f31o:)[x, yJ be an object-ground probabilis­
tic query. Lets E {z, lex} . Let R = S(P) U {(aiT)[1, 1]}, 
and let D�(P) be the set of all s-minimal elements in 
{H � D(P) I RUH is satisfiable}. Then, l (resp., u) such 
that P lh/ght (f31a)[l, u] is given as follows: 
(a) If R is unsatis.fiable, then l = 1 (resp., u = 0). 
(b) Otherwise, l =min c (resp., u = max d) subject to 
R U H Ftight (f31T)[c, d] and HE D� (P). 
Based on Theorem 6. 1, Algorithm tight-z-consequence 
(resp., tight-lex-consequence) computes tight answer 
substitutions under z-entailment (resp., lex-entailment). 
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Step 2 checks whether R is unsatisfiable. If this is the case, 
then(}= {xjl, yjO} is returned by Theorem 6.1 (a). Oth­
erwise, we compute D�(P) along the z-partition of P in 
steps 3-7 (resp ., steps 3-15), and the tight answer substitu­
tion using Theorem 6.1 (b) in step 8 (resp., steps 16-20). 
Algorithm tight-z-consequence 
Input: Consistent probabilistic logic program P and object­
ground probabilistic query Q = :l(,B)o:)[x, y]. 
Output: Tight answer substitution B == {xfl, yfu} for Q 
to P under z-entailment. 
Notation: (Do, ... , Dk) denotes the z-partition of T(P). 
I. R := S(P) u {(o:IT)[l, 1]}; 
2. ifRisunsatisfiablethenreturn8={x/1, y/0}; 
3. j :== k; 
4. while j � 0 and R U D1 is satisfiable do begin 
5. R := RuD1; 
6. j := j - 1 
7. end; 
8. compute I, u E iO, 1] such that R Ftight (/31T)[I, u]; 
9. return 8 = {x/l, yfu}. 
Figure 2: Algorithm tight-z-consequence 
Algorithm tight-lex-consequence 
Input: Consistent probabilistic logic program P and object­
ground probabilistic query Q = 3(,Bia)[x, y]. 
Output: Tight answer substitution 8 = { x /l, y / u } for Q 
to P under lex-entailment. 
Notation: (Do, ... , Dk) denotes the z-partition ofT(P). 
l. R := S(P) U { (o:)T)[1, 1] }; 
2. if R is unsatisfiable then return 8= {x/1, y/0}; 
3. 1{ := {0}; 
4. for j := k downto 0 do begin 
5. n :=0; 
6. 1-l' := 0; 
7. for each G � Dj and HE 1i d(} 
8. if RUG U His satisfiable then 
9. ifn = IGI then 1{' := 1-l' U {G U H} 
10. else ifn < IGI then begin 
11. 1i' := {GUH}; 
12. n :=)G) 
13. end; 
14. 1£ := 1-l'; 
15. end; 
16. (l, u) := (1, 0); 
17. for each H E 1i do begin 
18. compute c, d_E [0, 1] s.t. RU H Fright (,B)T)[c, d]; 
19. (l,u) := (mm(l,c),max(u,d)) 
20. end; 
21. return 8 = {x/1, yfu }. 
Figure 3: Algorithm tight-lex-consequence 
7 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
In this section, we characterize the computational com­
plexity of the problems CONSISTENCY and TIGHT S­
CONSEQUENCE in the propositional case. 
7 .I COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
We briefly describe the complexity classes that occur in our 
complexity results. See [9, 29] for further background. 
The class NP contains all decision problems that can be 
solved in nondeterministic polynomial time. The class A� 
contains all decision problems that can be solved in deter­
ministic polynomial time with an oracle for NP. 
To classify problems that compute an output value, rather 
than a Yes/No-answer, function classes have been intro­
duced. In particular, Ft.r is the functional analog to t.f. 
7.2 COMPLEXITY RESULTS 
We consider the general propositional case as well as the 
restriction to the !-conjunctive propositional case. In both 
cases, the given probabilistic logic programs P are ground 
and the given probabilistic queries Q are object-ground. 
In the !-conjunctive propositional case, we then addition­
ally assume that P and Q are !-conjunctive. 
The results on the propositional complexity of CONSIS­
TENCY and TIGHT S-CONSEQUENCE are shown in Ta­
bles 1-2. In detail, CONSISTENCY and TIGHT S-CONSE­
QUENCE are NP- and Ft.f -complete, respectively, in the 
general and the !-conjunctive propositional case. 
That is, they have the same complexity as the problems 
SATISFIABILITY and TIGHT LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE, 
respectively, in the respective propositional cases [19]. In­
tuitively, adding inheritance with overriding to probabilis­
tic logic programming does not increase its complexity. 
Table 1: Prop. Complexity of CONSISTENCY 
general case !-conjunctive case 
consistency NP-complete NP-complete 
Table 2: Prop. Complexity of TIGHTS-CONSEQUENCE 
lhight 
IL 
_lex 
(-tight 
general case 
Ft.f -complete 
Ft.f -complete 
!-conjunctive case 
Ft.f -complete 
Ft.f -complete 
8 SUMMA RY AND OUTLOOK 
We presented probabilistic logic programming under inher­
itance with overriding, which is based on recent approaches 
to probabilistic default reasoning. We described some gen­
eral nonmonotonic properties of entailment under inheri­
tance with overriding. Moreover, we presented algorithms 
for probabilistic logic programming under inheritance with 
overriding, and we analyzed its propositional complexity. 
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A very interesting topic of future research is to investigate 
the relationship to probabilistic logic programming under 
maximum entropy as presented in [24], where we also have 
some form of inheritance with overriding. 
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